
Azure Stack is a portfolio of products that extend Azure services and capabilities 

to your environment of choice—from the datacenter to edge locations and 

remote offices.

The portfolio enables hybrid and edge computing applications to be built, 

deployed, and run consistently across location boundaries, providing choice and 

flexibility to address your diverse workloads.

Azure Stack HCIAzure Stack Hub Azure Stack Edge

Consolidate 
virtualized 

applications
on hyperconverged 
infrastructure while 
easily extending to 

Azure

Run your own 
private, autonomous 
cloud—connected or 

disconnected with 
cloud native 
applications

Get rapid insights 
with an Azure 

managed edge-
computing appliance 

using hardware-
accelerated machine 

learning

Azure Stack

Portfolio overview



Azure Stack scenarios

Cloud-native integrated system
Azure Stack Hub

Hyperconverged infrastructure solution

Cloud-managed appliance

Azure Stack HCI

Azure Stack Edge

Run connected or disconnected 
from the public cloud

Build cloud-native 
modern apps

Consolidate datacenter servers 
and storage

Deploy and manage high-
performance, scalable SQL Server

Connect to Azure for virtually 
bottomless storage

Provide compute and storage 
at remote branch offices

Extend compute, AI, and storage to 
edge environments

Leverage built-in GPU/FPGA acceleration 
hardware for ML/AI inferencing

Nodes: 4-16 Hardware: OEMConnectivity Required: No

Nodes: 2-16 Hardware: OEMConnectivity Required: No

Nodes: 1 Hardware: MicrosoftConnectivity Required: Yes

Run Azure-consistent IaaS 
and PaaS services

Comply with data sovereignty 
laws & regulations

Transfer data from the edge to 
the cloud

Pay monthly for an Azure-
managed appliance



Trusted enterprise virtualization

High availability for virtual machines

Local control plane (ARM)

Multi-tenancy and tenant isolation

OEM Vendor and form-factor choice 

Pre-configured private cloud

Support up to 16 nodes

Support for VMs

Azure VMs supported through IaaS

Support for Kubernetes

GPU support

FPGA support

Azure-managed appliance

Support disconnected/connected scenarios

Analyze results from ML models/IoT events before sending data to the cloud

Modernize aging storage

Pay monthly for hardware; cloud billing for on-prem data workloads

Provide Azure Consistent IaaS and PaaS

Build modern apps across cloud and on-premises using Azure services

Small-footprint branch office scenarios

Ruggedized form-factors in harsh or remote environments

Azure Stack Hub

Customer needs:

Azure Stack EdgeAzure Stack HCI

Azure Stack:

Technical features:

Hub EdgeHCI

Solution details

Nodes: 4-16

OEM Hardware

Find out more by visiting: azure.microsoft.com/overview/azure-stack/

Nodes: 2-16

OEM Hardware

Nodes: 1

Microsoft Hardware

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/overview/azure-stack/

